
Appnet Supplier Winners 
Special Acknowledgement - Appnet Happiest and Chattiest Sales Rep of the year

Sally Rowe F&P

Appnet Sales Representative of the year

Lynette Mc Lennan Parmco

Special Acknowledgement - Appnet Sales Representative Most Helpful and 

Supportive team

Team Panasonic
Paul has been voted  as the Sexiest Rep

Appnet Sales Representative Team  of the year

Team F&P

Appnet Supplier Mover and Shaker 

Panasonic for the Work done with Air Con

Appnet Small Appliance and Floorcare Supplier of the year

Sprectrum Brands

Appnet AV, Heating and Cooling Supplier of the Year

Panasonic

Appnet Whiteware Supplier of the Year

F&P

This supplier offers special deals and really make our stores feel special to them. The Sales 

Representatives  are a pleasure to deal with. In a competivie market, they are helpful and 

quick to respond to enable our members to compete. There has also been good sold 

growth with this supplier over the past 12 months.

The support offered by this supplier across all levels and businesses within our group is 

second to none. Strong marketing, pricing  and in stock support teamed with excellent 

Sales Representatives,  and responsive customer support teams have enabled Appnet to 

built a strong partnership with this supplier over the past 12 months, and seen solid sales 

growth for both our companies.

When asking for feedback on Sales Rep of the year, we asked for feedback on how the 

reps worked with our members, and the special skills they were able to offer. This Special 

Acknowedment goes to a Sales Rep that  is always doing their best to help out, offer 

excellent service and is known for thier Happy and Chatty personality

This Award is to acknowledge the hard work that our Supplier teams and Sales 

Represenatives offer the members on a day by day basis. Often the Sales Reps are the 

unsung heros, on the front line. This person goes over and above, to offer help and support 

to a wide number of our Appnet members, worings  tirelessly, to ensure the best result for 

all.  

When asking for feedback on Sales Rep Team of the year, there were so many superstar 

team mentioned that were offering amazing support. This team deserve a very special 

mention, as they are known for being extremely helpful, always available, answering emails 

and phone calls immediately delivery top notch help and support to the Appnet teams.

One thing that stood out about this team, is they were regular with visits, proactive in store 

and on the phone, helpful, knowledgeable and able to cut through bureaucracy to get things 

done! As a result of this, they are delivering on all levels and are enabling members to grow 

sales 

This is a special award to acknowledge the work done with by this supplier, in response to 

a request made by the group from Conference last year. We asked this supplier to look at 

us in a different way, and work with us to grow sales. The results have spoken for 

themselves, and this supplier has shown themselves to be proactive and quick to respond. 

A True Mover and Shaker. 

This supplier has consistently offered support at all levels of the Appnet Group. The Sales 

Representative teams offer excellent support to both Appnet members and Appnet support 

Office,  and the product range and pricing  offered is well received by Appnet members and  

our customers.   


